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Grand Cayman, BWI, After Gilbert
-- And An Update On Coutmel

Dear Reader,

About 10 p.m. on the Sunday night before Gilberts I was sipping an Amstel at
the bar of the Tortuga Clubs an inn in the 1950's on the east end of Cayman. I
go there to relax, not to write.

Frank Connolley, the manager, told me that Cayman Radio had reported that a
hurricane was coming our way. The wind had been gusting bad enough to force us
to switch our diving from the rough north side to the east side. In calm enough
water I had enjoyed a magnificent dive in The Maze, winding back and forth
through tall narrow canyons, to emerge in
the clear blue at 100 feet. Frank said

44 *.44 9.2 2 ..'020 . 0..eoit didn't look like hurricane weather to

him, but he advised me that evacuation
flights were starting the next day.

0 @ke £*A B#--**$ F N 'The Tortuga Club has no television, I A ./ I"*Imil=*4=0 0-aot .«oj*%4#108I o:/ >: I:: .iR I ./.0no satellite receiver. Frank has the Ek«»o'b-" 1.- :;JT··:ip Sbli )50.:i % 101:t:toonly radio and he certainly didn't listen .-I?¢ 840 :6244= 4€jiff#jff*to it all the time. So none of us really
knew what 23,000 other Caymanians knew: 94444449that Gilbert was a monster. I went to glm#. df©gFrZat : ./. 2/'liZIL.ttdA#44/%I/44*-*fiE
sleep with a stiff ocean breeze rattling
the palms outside my door. * :I*»»123»946«6639»
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The next morning, I drove 40 minutes be·'STJ':24':St:::R,p ti 04,04 *.41 >.0 W ».'' Pf«4444410 *je,x;:0:e. 4: 93*4./.fl  - I:- '*he:-:':0 0:" .... .:.:p:ls/:r':g> . 1.to the airport only to find hundreds of
people jammed together, waiting to be Effii..:Lit°ff°ff --° = 11..:f--.----.IP:.
called to board nonexistant airplanes.
Cayman Airways was shuttling as fast as it could, but Eastern and Northwest
seemed noncommittal. Gilbert was due about 1 a.m. The winds had already picked
up enough to indicate that this was no normal blow. And several hundred tourists
would not get seats. Rather than wait it out and find myself, at nightfall,
unprepared for the storm, I decided to gear up and bunker down in one of the
several designated emergency centers.

By 5 p.m., I and two other Tortuga residents had our spots on the floor at
the East End Community Center, the most elevated shelter on this island of

maximum elevation 60 feet. The wind was howling outside now, and the sea was
pounding at the shore. The Tortuga kitchen had made us sandwiches, provided
fruit and bottled waters beer and sodas; we had pillows and blankets from our
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rooms and lights from the dive shop. A large tanker arrived, filled with fresh
water. A van brought cases of pork and beans and spaghetti. And people brought
canaries in cages and cats with litter boxes. Frank Connolley came in at 10
p.m., driving through fierce winds to bring us a tin of biscuits. He would spend
the night at the Club. "The Captain stays with his ships" he said. Mind you,
Frank· doesn't own the Club, but he' s got nearly 20 years of his life invested in
it and employs family and neighbors. He would stay.

Inspector Gilbert McLouglin stood in the kitchen with a hurricane map,
plotting coordinates whenever they were announced -- which was irregularly and
incompletely. Throughout the night, half a dozen Caymanians -- not one of whom
knew much about what he was saying -- engaged in an intense discussion of the
physics of hurricanes. At 8 p.m. Gilbert was headed north to Little Cayman; at
10 p.m. it switched direction and seemed to be heading to Belize. By midnight
Gilbert had taken aim at Cayman, the eye due to pass 20 miles to the south.
Inspector McLouglin pointed at a trough of deep water to the south of Cayman. "I
can tell you one thing," he said, looking at each of the men around him, "when
Gilbert gets there one of two things will happen. He will either speed up," he
said, looking at each man in the eye, "or slow down." Everyone nodded solemnly.

Nobody else seemed to care much. The main room was filled with women and

children who began the evening playing but eventually tried to sleep, a near
impossibility since louvered shutters on an exhaust fan continuously clapped
together. Outside on the leeward porch, a couple dozen folks watched the storm
lash the trees. Most became bored with the tedium of continuing winds and no
action. Periodically, someone would jump into a car to go check on a neighbor
who refused to leave his home, persuade others to come to the center, or clear
the road of fallen trees. The East End is a community, bound together by the
thick blood of intermarriage. At no time was it more evident.

At 5 a.m. the lights went out. Without electricity, there was no water
being pumped and the toilets stopped working (next time truck in cheese, not pork
and beans). But there was no panic. Barely mild concern, and the community
center, built sturdily in recent years, leaked not a single drop of waters nor
uttered a creak or a groan. The winds outside were probably gusting to 140 miles
per hour. The storm peaked at 7, and soon after Edney McLean and other residents
were driving in and out with local news. At 9 a.m. Frank Connolley drove up to
tell everyone. He was in shock. "It' s destroyed! The dive shop, it' s gone.
Not even there. The bars the rooms. the sea came right in." Frank had taken
cover in the unfinished condos, where he watched a score of tanks float into the
bush.

The day after Gilbert, Frank straightened up the bar area, and a crew of men
began to clean up, tar paper the roof, and make plans for a new dive shop. The
bar was open, he told me, and handed me a cold beer from an ice chest. With the
rooms at the Club filled with sand, waters and crushed furniture, with no
electricity, water or telephone on the island, I and the other two refugees went
in search of a bed. We were welcomed by Ray and Judy Plain at the Cayman Dive
Lodge, who gave us rooms, gratis, and access to the kitchen and their gas stove.
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Although the Lodge had been closed for repairs even prior to Gilbert, we were
welcomed as members of the diving fraternity.

I spent several days surveying the damage to Cayman, which was minimal,
thanks to sound structures and good disaster 7.--

management. From a diver's point of view, the
boats and shops and key hotels, save the C -
Tortuga Club, survived surprisingly well.
Boat docks at the Cayman Dive Lodge and Rum
Point were demolished, and the surfside shop
at Rum Point was flooded -- the whole area was

.

underwater. Ron Kipp lost a rickety boat, but -:„0+

that was a day before Gilbert. I was dying to i

see the reefs, but people had cleanup to do --
and I couldn't find anyone willing to take me 421#

out before I had to leave. Cayman Dive Lodge loses its dock to the surf.

At the Holiday Inn, where there was once a nice expanse of beach sloping
gently into the sea, there was a ledge forty feet closer to the shops. Little
beach remained. Will it fill in again? Elsewhere the beach gained sand. On the
other end of the islands the Tortuga Club once had the only beach for miles.
Gilbert cleared the shores of sea grapes and palm trees, leaving a 60-foot sandy
beach with plenty of roots poking through the sand, but with great potential.

Just as we were ready to go to press, a correspondent to Undercurrent
returned from Cayman to report damage to some shallow reefs, but plenty of sand
covering reefs along the northshore and low visibility
three weeks after Gilbert -- but Stingray City is still
populated. We called John Sunquist of Fisheye Photo who
corraborated that perspective. Cathy Church told us

that the coral on the south end was not affected much.
but large staghorn was damaged. "Looks like someone did
a bad pruning job, but like most bad pruning jobs it
should eventually look all right." She found that large
sponges as deep as 100 feet on the northwest point had
disappeared. Cathy speculated that they had adjusted to
typical storms from the northwest, but they couldn' t
handle Gilbert, which came from the southwest. She also

noted a fair amount of shifting bottom sand. "Some of
the areas of the Balboa are exposed that haven't been
exposed for years and others are still covered." The
biggest surprise: "I put nudibranchs out for photos

Tortuga Club dive instructor Keith
before tbe storm and after they were still where I put
them."

Neale looks at what remains of the

cement & cinderblock dive shop.

r

Little Cayman resident dive expert Nancy Sefton reports that the north side
may have even "better" diving now -- more fish, she says. And, "there' s not a
thing out of place in Bloody Bay." On the south side a lot of sea fans were
knocked out and blown up on the beach. Our correspondent reports that sand
covers many shallow reefs. Pirates Point and the Southern Cross Club had severe
damage. On Cayman Brac, Craig Burns, the past manager of the Tiara Beach reports
elkhorn damage on the south side. The Tiara Beach, as well as the Brac reef,
lost their docks.

The bottom line: Regardless of the Cayman Government's self serving public
pronouncement by offic ial Norman Bodden that "there has been no damage to the
reef," there was typical hurricane damage, but much of it the self repairing
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kind. The larger question remains: will healthy reefs remain when the silt

clears? Tourists are not streaming back to Cayman and the residents are
concerned. If I had a trip scheduled, I surely wouldn' t cancel because of feat
of bad diving. To the contrary: I'd be awfully curious about the aftermath --
and pleased to have uncrowded boats and restaurants without waiting lists. And
that fabulous walls it seems, remains unscathed.

Now, words from our readers:

Management of the Cayman Dive Lodge has been in flux (Ron Kipp sold it last
year apparently for less than he paid for it years ago). Owner/managers Ray and
Judy Plain lasted out a dispute with glad-handing partner Bob Autrey and say they

now have a new big bucks partners so needed refurbishing will continue, while
retaining the hard-core divers basic lodge ambience. The rooms are smalls but
newly furnished, and Ray and Judy are super. Once they reopen and make three

tanks a day the rule -- their intention -- this roadside inn will be a good

choice for divers who prefer the isolation and camaderie of the east end -- and
the relatively untrammeled diving available.

The Cayman Islander is a budget hotel, across the road from Seven Mile Beach

-- keep that in mind. As R. S. Pong (Downey, CA) writes of his April trip, "For
the money and the built-up expectation because of advertising, it was not the
best trip, but the north wall was ver¥ nice·"

Reader Amy Cohen (NY) stayed at Cavman Kai Resort (45 minutes by car from
Seven Mile Beach) "in a large beach villa. Some of our party stayed at the main
condo complex. Well equipped kitchens and living areas. As we were right on
North Wall, got to dive it every day. Short boat trips -- exciting dive to
Stingray City where hand-fed a group of 7 southern stingrays. In addition, saw
many eagle rays and turtles."

Cavman Marine Laboratory, run by Dr. Tom Bvrness is unique. Says Richard

Ruschman of his trip just before Gilbert, "On no dive did we have more than four
divers and Tom accompanied each dive. Before each dive Tom gives an interesting
30-minute chalkboard on-boat lecture on the flora and fauna of the site being
dived, e.g., discussion of sponge and coral reproductive systems and food
gathering methods, symbiotic relationships between sponges and corals and various
fishes and shrimps. We dived the wall or shallower reefs abutting the north
wall. Tom was courteous and punctual. I highly recommend him." Two tank dives
are $45 and he also offers 5 p.m. lectures at his Governor's Sound Lab ($10).
(809/947-0849)

In the last couple of years, we have gotten our f irst complaints about Peter
Milburn and his Dive Cavman Ltd., most likely a result of his growth from a tiny
personalized operation -- the story of Cayman. Those who like him, love him, as
does E. Feleppa (Rye, NY) who has been out with him several times this year:
"Personal and personable. He adapts to weather and personal tastes of clients.
Peter has run at least one dive a day to Stingray City [sounds like a used car
lot to mel. Some inshore western sites are looking worn, but the walls are still
spectacular & offer great vistas. Shore diving in the vicinity of Turtle Farms,
Spotts, etc., can be exquisite!"

And our reader/photographers like Fisheve as well: Says Dr. Tom Ambrose
(Columbus, OH), "Fisheye Photo is a small dive operation, with a personable,
helpful and knowledgeable staff. They specialize in the experienced photo diver
and allow great freedom to do your own exploration. They run night dives any day
of the week, provided there are interested divers." Michael Piper III (Metarie,
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LA) says of his last August trip: "I rented a video camera after viewing my
first tape, my Nikonos stayed in the hotel for the next six dives, now on
videotape. The fixed focus semi-fisheye lens allows the diver to photograph
whatever he sees from a distance of one foot to infinity, with 1-5 feet being the
best range to pick up color."

The Holiday Inn is an action spot on the island, no place for the serious
diver to get a dive package. If you' re into the beach and beach bar scene and
boogying to the music of Barefoot, this is the place. As K. Norkus (Hickory
Hill, IL) writes, "I prefer the Holiday Inn and the accommodations there. It's a
laid-back, relaxed, and ' fun' place to be. Cayman people make you feel like you
belong." Frankly, I don' t like the hotel, but I do like the setting. Hope the
beach comes back.

We haven't heard from a single reader who has dived with the Hyatt Regency's
Nick's Aquasports. Does that mean that this hotel is just too elegant for
serious divers? (809/949-1234)

Rivers Sport Divers, reports Dougald N. Clark, Jr., (Fayetteville, NC), "is
operated by Lynn and Wallace Rivers. They' re prompts courteous and attentive to
any details that pertained to an individual's equipment and diving safety. For
those who are merely pleasure divers and have a family, I strongly recommend

Wallace and Lynn Rivers for their diving at Grand Cayman." (809/949-1181)

Says Brian Blomberg (Temple City, AZ) of last year's diving with Don Foster:
"Often crowded around popular dive sites. Guides did not want to venture too faI

from base, even at the request of divers." Richard K. Penn (York, PA) writes,
"Diving good, guides helpful -- didn' t go out of their way unless asked. Quality
of diving -- better than Freeport, not as spectacular or clear as Bonaire. " Tom
Pawlowski (Kenosha, WI) says: "Visibility only about 90 feet. We dove the wall
twice and each day we spotted 5-8 large rays and several sea turtles. Also,

there were no more than 10 people on our dive boat and one day we only had 6."

Brooks Martyn ( Simsbury, CT), a "lst time novice," stayed at Coral Caymanian
Condos and reports that "in my limited book, Don Foster' s operation is 5-star --
(courteous, efficient, super organized), but a more experienced diver might not
appreciate the regimentation." (809/949-7025)

"Try diving with Captain Butch Sjostrom, owner of Seasports," says Joe
Landrum, Ada, OK. "He will mold the dive to what he. feels your ability is. Most
of his really great dives are for advanced divers in groups of 2 to 4. I have

gone with him for the past 8 years -- about twice a year. He doesn't take you to
the same dives as other 20 cattle boats go to. Butch is not there to sell you a

T-shirts but to take you on a dive that you will remember the dive environment,
not only the people next to you." (809/949-3965)

Spanish Cove, one of my favorites, is up for sale, so the future is in

doubt. According to divers I spoke to pre-hurricane, it seems to be providing
adequate service; the setting is excellent, its access to the north wall

convenient, and its dive operation is generally good. Since a change in

ownership can mean any number of things, I' 11 refrain from publishing readers'
comments. In the right hands, this can be the premier dive resort.

Old-time fans of the Sunset House will be pleased with this April report of
Barry L. Riddle (Chesterfield, VA) . "Hotel has now connected to city water, so
rooms finally have fresh water showers. Divemasters very good, very helpful·
When weather permits, south side diving can be even better than the usual west
side dives. Sunset House is a good operation for serious divers who don' t want
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or need luxury accommodations and a lot of pampering." It' s no Hyatt Regency,
that's for sure, and more than one diver has complained that because it's
directly in the path of the airport, planes landing at 10 p.m. and later are not
appreciated. Dennis Jones (Cape Corals FL) was a bit hard on them when he wrote
that it is "Way over-priced: I had better living conditions in Viet Nam than at
Sunset House." But the diving is indeed appreciated. Last years Horace De-Shazo
(Miami) reported that "my 12 year old son was certified by PADI and has logged 55
dives in Florida, but this was his first trip -- the two dive masters were the
best I have ever seen with mixed experience groups. My wife, son and I were
allowed to dive anywhere we wanted. I know they were watching but they didn't
bother us. We took him to 110 feet at Big Tunnel with no harassment from dive
guides." Patti & John Ng (Arlington, VA), there in May, said, "Diving great and
the dive masters very friendly and helpful. Shore diving ranked up there with
the boat dives. Hotel itself has to do something about the locals -- they swarm
the bar and make parking impossible for guests. Would be nice to have a
beach/pool type area, but then again, you can' t have everything." (809/949-7111)

Not even Gilbert could kill the Tortuga Club. By October 1 seven rooms were

bS
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open and the dive shop will soon be running out of another room; there' s no word
when the dock will be rebuilt, but apparently Keith Neale, their first class
divemaster, will ferry divers to the diveboat offshore. At the end of September,
I was still unable to locate anyone who had dived the east end, but I can' t
imagine that Gilbert left those shallow sites unscathed. It looks like the Club
is about to get a new owner, a Brit, who so far has kept his plans for the
marvelous setting to himself.

Treasure Is land Resort is an enormous hotel and c ondominium c omplex, and a
center of nightlife. The dive operation is run by long-time Caymanian guide
Atlee Evans and his Quabbin Divers. Says Michael Piper III (Metairies LA) of
last year' s trip, "Treasure Island Divers made every effort to ensure a safe,
enjoyable dive. No C-card, no dive. Conservative no-decompression limits used.
The decompression bar definitely beat having eight divers trying to grab a single
weighted line. On my first dive, we located a six-foot nurse shark at sixty
feet. On nearly every dive we saw several lobster· Fish and critters of all
sizes were abundant, including grouper, morays, French angels, and an occasional
turtle. Yellow tail snapper have become so accustomed to being fed Cheez Whiz,
they will go after anything yellows including a yellow Q-Light. Hotel service
personnel are rude and management doesn't care. The rooms are large and
comfortable. Nearly half of the rooms, as well as the condominiums, have parking
lot views." Others complain of the staff as well. . . .As to diving, Dean Proper
(Leonardo, NJ) says, "All dive trips have a deep (100 foot) dive and shallow dive
(35-50 feet). We do not like to dive to 100 feet and found no way to get 2
shallower dives from anyone. One hundred feet is macho but impractical on cloudy
days and significantly shortens the dive time. One dive had a vote of 20 divers
as to whether to go to 80 feet or 100 feet. All voted for 80 feet. I suggest
had the vote been 50 feet or 80 feet, all would have voted for 50 feet. You
should do an article on the inflexibility of this." Good point -- shorter dives
for the tourists mean shorter schedules for the boat.

P.S.: Few Cayman dive operators allow you to use meters to extend your
bottom time. If that' s a concern, call ahead to find out.

An Update On Cozumel

The shallow reefs at Cozumel may be in trouble. Bob Goddess, who runs
Tropical Ventures in Seattle, reported to us after his trip in late September.
"In some places all the soft coral was ripped out and in other places it looks
like someone dumped sand all over the reefs," he said. Cozumel guide Ricardo
Mondrigal told us the sand covers reefs to fifty feet, but people are speculating
it will be cleaned up once the currents return. But sand can kill the living
organisms, so whether the reef gets cleaned up soon enough is a serious question.
Several marine b iologists are being contacted for opinions and hopefully to seek
a remedy. Deep diving, of course, remained pretty well unaffected. Mondrigal
said after the storm, "I saw pieces of coral on the road."

Virtually all of the hotels suffered some damages especially from first
floor flooding. Most were open by October 1. The exception is the Barracuda,
which will not open for several more weeks. Four piers, including the main pier
in town, survived. They're on government land and may be used by any shop.

Among dive operators, Discover Cozumel was the biggest loser, says Goddess ·
Five of seven boats were destroyed and their liveaboard broke loose and damaged a
dozen other boats. Tom Hardigen reported $3000 damage to the seven craft of Dive
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Paradise. One Aqua Safari boat was damaged, but most went unscathed in dry dock.
Iron window covers on the shop caused some damage when they were blown into it.

Thanks to earlier work by Mother Nature, the potential damage from falling
coconut palms was mitigated. Since 1984, most of Cozumel's beautiful coconut
palms, including those that once lined the main street along the sea, had been
killed off by a disease called "letbal yellowing."

In the days after Gilbert, dive shops in all parts of the United States and
Canada collected food and supplies for Cozumel. An outstanding effort was
organized by Doug La Grone of Aquaventures Scuba Center, a PADI facility in
Houston, who orchestrated the shipment of more than 30,000 pounds of food and
1000 gallons of water. Apparently the hotels now have plenty of food for the
tourists, but the residents of Cozumel, out of work and without savings, have
little for their own tables and still need help.

C.C., travel editor

The Selling Of Scuba Gear
- What Mail Order Is All About

For as long as we can remember, companies selling

scuba gear by mail have been an anathema to dive

shops. You've heard the storeowners cry: Support

your local dive store ... mail order operations sell to

noncertified people ... they sell shoddy goods ... they

don't service the stuff they sell ... they don't provide
the information or education that a local dive shop

provides.

in the mid-1970's, as dive shops began to pro-
liferate, the howls seemed to increase. Today, the

noise has subsided. We set out to find out why.

Four major mail order businesses advertise

regularly: Berry Scuba in Chicago; Sports Merchan-

disers, located in Marietta, Georgia; Divers Supply in
Anniston, Alabama; and New York's Central Skin

Divers (good old "honest Archie," as his ads have

claimed). Interestingly, each began as a retail store
selling dive equipment. The mail order business
evolved.

The Decline of Mail Order

A few years back, just about every brand
(Scubapro the exception) was advertised by mail

order stores and sold through the mail. Not so today.

Many major companies have stopped selling to mail

order outlets, often using a so-called "nontranship-
ment clause" to stop mail order.

Dacor uses two techniques, Gordy Shear, president
of Dacor, told us. "We have put in a clause in our

dealer contract that to sell our equipment, there must
be personal instruction given for each item. That is, a
salesperson must explain each piece to the buyer.
Equipment is getting too sophisticated to sell by mail
order. We also have a nontranshipment clause; our

dealers cannot buy our equipment and then sell it

through the mail."

"What?" you say. You've seen that full page mail

order advertisement from Central Skin Divers saying
regulators from Dacor, et.al., "always on sale." We

called Central to order a specific Dacor regulator,

and were told that the only way we could order one
was if we worked for a police or fire department or
the military.

Parkway, Tekna and Beauchat are among the
companies that don't have the restrictive clauses.

Bob Edorph, national sales manager for Tekna, told

us, "We have never restricted our dealers except for

expecting them to keep the price reasonable; that is,
not cheapen the line." Tekna has no written dealer

agreement stipulating either price or prohibiting tran-

shipment, but, Edorph said, "we are looking into

it."

Pressure from retail shops has been a major reason

toward the move to prohibit transhipment. Many

dealers already have some retail outlet territorial pro-
tection; that is, some manufacturers will only sell to

one shop in a defined geographical area so as not to
flood the market with dealers. But with the entry of

aggressive mail order firms, the protection afforded
the dive shop is mitigated.

Peter Radsliff, marketing manager for Oceanic,

told us: "We do not go after every dive shop to carry

our line. We don't have the capacity to supply all of
them, so we try to spread our dealers around. We

want them to make money. If they don't, they could

go under and we might have to buy our eqiupment
back."

To further manage the market, Radsliff said, "we
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have a clause in our dealer agreement that we have

the right of first refusal to purchase our products
from a dealer who gets into financial trouble. It's not

in our benefit to load up a market."
Have these clauses curtailed the mail order

business? Wallace Neal, president of Sports Mer-

chandisers, says yes. "When US Divers put in their

dealer clause, we replaced them with Dacor. But then

Dacor put in their clause; our business went off

about 50%. Dacor has the largest share of the diving

equipment business, and if we had that one line, we

still could do a good business."

As one might imagine, there is animosity among

some mail order companies toward the dealer

clauses. As one mail order dealer said, "When these

guys were getting into the business, no one knew

them and they were happy to have us sell their pro-

ducts. Now, when they have become established,

they dump us. Dealers want brand names that people

know and instructors use, so it is difficult to get a

new company off the ground. We used to sell Tabata

by mail, but now that they have a dealer network, we

can't carry them."

Of course, the retail store outlets love the tranship-

ment clauses. In calls to half a dozen dive shops

around the country, not one owner claimed he was

being hurt today by mail order, although many said

they really had no way of telling.

Nonetheless, as one manufacturer, who requested

that we not mention his name, told us, "There are

divers out there who are fairly knowledgeable about

equipment and don't just follow the suggestions of

some instructor. This is the guy who will consider

mail order. He buys smart."

Not being able to carry or sell equipment of the

major manufacturers by mail means that price dis-

counting has become less of a factor in the competi-

lion between retail stores and mail order shops. In
competitive markets where divers can shop, they may

not always find discounted regulators, but the shop

may throw in a goodies bag or free air fills. For the

diver who doesn't live close to a dive shop -- or where

there is only one nondiscounting outlet -- mail order

companies may be the only way to get gear -- or at

least get a deal. To the single shop, it may offer some

form of competition and have some leveling effect.

Better Prices?

Mail order businesses often appear to sell gear at

prices lower than most retail stores. Just like any
other big discounter, they can benefit from lower

overhead and higher volume, if properly managed.

As Wallace Neal told Undercurrenn "We don't get
better deals than other stores. But most manufac-

turers offer discounts for early payment and we take

those discounts. We manage our cash flow and also

minimize finance charges. We run our operation as a

business and most dive shops don't. We also do not

keystone [eds. note: mark up products a full 100']70],
but if you're in a market with a lot of dive shops,

most of them don't either because of the competi-
tion."

Second Rate Stuff?

One dive shop owner, who requested that we not
name him, has his own reasons for thinking the mail

order houses are not competition. "I can't prove it,

but I know that there are a lot of goods turned out by

every manufacturer that has something cosmetically
wrong with it. We can all buy these items at a good
price, and I think that this is one way where the mail

order firms buy brand items and sell them cheaply
and make a buck. No one sells goods below their

cost. Scratched tanks, for example, can be bought

$20-$30 under wholesale because they wouldn't bring

full mark-up with the scratches. Style is also a factor;
if a manufacturer has some 1987 BCs around, you
can buy them fairly cheaply. But I don't like a mail

order company selling up - offering a 1987 BC for

$125 and then telling the customer that for an addi-
tional $150, he can get a 1988 model."

"Thanks to the proliferation of offshore manufac-

turers, especially in Asia, there is no end to the supp-

ly of regulators and BC's designed along the lines of
the major manufacturers."

In checking with manufacturers to find out how
they handle "blems," "seconds," or discounted

items, the transhipment clause comes into play,

preventing any items of the protected brands from

being sold by mail. Seconds of brands not protected

by transhipment clauses, of course, could be sold by
mail. From time to time a consumer will find seconds

available in dive stores. Normally, they are clearly
marked as seconds and sold at a discount. I f the item

is discontinued or if a manufacturer's inventory was

reduced to make way for a new model or new colors,

those items too may be discounted -- and sold by mail
only if not protected by a transhipment clause.

New Ways to Compete

For the mail houses to stay competitive, they must
look for new ways to compete. And thanks to the

proli feration of offshore manufacturers, especially in

Asia, there is no end to the supply of regulators and
BC's designed along the lines of the major manufac-
turers.

Macon's Divers Supply is countering the dealer
clauses with private label goods. They have a line of
products sold under the "Sea Elite" brand name,

made exclusively for them.
Wallace Neal thinks that this is the way to go. "If
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we in the mail order business would all get together
and have a line under one name that we could

market, we could build the brand name recognition
that most people seem to want."

Private label and "controlled label" brands are

well-established in other industries. A company
simply contracts with a manufacturer to produce a

line of goods under a name it owns. A "controlled
label" is a brand of goods produced by a manufac-

turer and sold to only one chain in a given territory.
A controlled label is owned by the manufacturer and
not the company distributing the product.

The Berry Scuba line is U.S. Tech. Sports Mer-
chandisers sells U.S. Scuba. Different items are pro-
duced by different manufacturers, some of them the
so-called "offshore" companies in the Far East. On

the other hand, some of it is produced on special

order by U.S. firms making goods for more widely
known labels. For example, Inflatable Systems pro-

duces the well known Sea Tech buoyancy control
devices; it also produces for several other companies,
including private labelers; Professional Sports Inc.
produces Pro Sub as well as others. If a discount

house orders a private label, they call name the specs,

reducing costs of manufacturing if they desire.

We bought an ARIS regulator from Berry. Upon
inspection, we discovered that the first stage was a
Swimmaster design, a defunct company whose
designs are now owned by IDI. We couldn't deter-

mine the genesis of the second stage. In the 1980
Navy tests, the 1 st and 2nd stage Swimmaster design
did well; but there's no way to tell about these com-
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binations other than to accept the mail order

retailer's word -- which is what in-store shoppers do
as well.

Of course, mail order companies aren't the only

private label carriers. NASDS stores have for years
been stocking their own brand under the Z-90 label.

Mail Order Servicing

Although the four major mail order houses have

repair capacity, a problem associated with "off-

shore" products is servicing. The only place that can

service the private label products is the retailer who

sold it. I f you bought it through the mail, you have to

send it back to get it serviced. But that may take no

longer than it Will take to get it serviced through a

dive shop. Once upon a time, most local dive shops

handled much of their own repair; the owner was
often the service technician - or at times a service

technician might be shared with stores. Today, much

servicing is done out of the shop. A quick check of
several shops in San Francisco led us to discover that

it can take from 4 days to 3 weeks to get a regulator

serviced. Most mail order houses claim they can han-

die servicing in 2-3 weeks.

If there is a problem while the equipment is under

warranty, mail order houses may tell you to send it

back to the factory for retrofitting. You can expect
the dive shop to perform the warranty work -- or

send it back for you.

Fitting Gear

In a dive shop, you can make sure that BCD is not

too small or the wet suit top fits. When you order by
mail, you may have to send goods back and forth

several times to get a proper fit or a color you like.
Since you are responsible for the postage and in-

surance, this can get a little expensive as well as being
time-consuming.

One of our staff called Central Skindivers to

"buy" equipment by mail for his teenage son who

was just getting certified. Honest Archie, himself,
told him to go into a shop, try on several BC's, and

find the one that fit. Then call back the order and if

they didn't have that identical BC, they would be

able to send a comparable product that fit.

Sale to Non-Certified Divers

One hears claims that mail order companies sell

life support equipment to anyone, certified or not,
who sends in a check. But mail order people just
scoff at the criticism. Wallace Neal says to that, "So

what? How many times has a salesman in a dive shop

asked to see your C-card when you wanted to buy
some equipment? The only time a C-card is asked for
is when someone wants an air fill."

"One always hears claims that mail order com-

panies sell life support equipment to anyone, cer-

tified or not, who sends in a check. But mail order

people just scoff at the criticism."

Susan Jordan, manager of Divers Supply in

Macon, Georgia, told us, "We ask if someone is cer-

tified, but there is really no way we can check. We
have to take their word for it. We also get a lot of

business around Christmas-time, where nondivers

are buying gifts for their diving friends and relatives.

If we demanded C-cards, we would lose that

business. The real control is at the time someone gets
air."

A Changing Business

Wallace Neal told us, "1 see mail order sales over

the next few years being flat. But dive shops may

wish we were back in strength when major sport
outlets like Oshman's and Herman's find out that

they can order rubber goods like masks, fins, and

snorkels from the Far East and be competitive." For

the most part, these marketers deal in the low end of

the lines. But, Neal speculates, "one of these days,

they will wake up and take a lot of the business away

frem the diving retailer."
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A Midwest reader wrote to tell us that he bought a
mask at his dive shop for $50 and a week later saw
what looked like the same mask in Sears selling for
$24. How is this possible? Just the same way it's
possible to buy Gucci luggage or Rolex watches from
street vendors for 20% of the retail price. You're not
getting the real McCoy.

Dacor's Gordy Shear told us that in one year, they
had 510 masks returned for leaking or other prob-
lems that were not Dacor masks. But they had to
look awfully close to tell the difference. Just as in the
fashion or jewelry business, once a model is in
distribution, several foreign manufacturers, usually
in the Far East, make "knock-offs" and sell them to
anyone who wilI buy them. Oceanic's Peter Radsliff
told us, "These are not exact copies. They do not use
surgical grade silicon rubber, the glass may be in-
ferior or not be tempered correctly, and the fit sure
won't be what the original design is." A reputable
dive shop won't buy these, but there are plenty of
sporting good retailers who like the idea of buying
what appears to be a first rate mask for $8 and selling
it for $25. It makes for good profits.

Returning Merchandise

If you have purchased items from Land's End or
Eddie Bauer's or other reputable places through the
mail, and you don't like what you see, you can send
them back when ever you get around to it for a full
refund, no questions asked.

Mail order dive services make it tougher. This is
the policy of the four companies we checked with.

Sports Merchandisers -- Before sending any pro-
duet back one must call and inform them. Products

that are returned for either cash refund or exchange
must be sent within 15 days o f receipt of the goods to
avoid a restocking fee. They will take back goods up
to 30 days with a restocking fee of 15%. To return
goods enclose a note explaining why. It is also a good
idea to enclose a copy of the bill as well.

They service the products they sell. However, if the
product is under warranty, they request that it be sent
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Sharkey's Reef, a New Orleans restaurant,

features a 90 feet long, 20 feet wide, 15 feet deep
aquarium. Divers often frolic in the tank and feed the

directly to the manufacturer rather than to them.
Central Skindivers -- Goods must be returned

within 2-3 weeks following receipt; you must first
notify them by phone and include a copy of the bill.
They repair and service their products on the
premises.

Berry Scuba-- To return goods to Berry, you must
call them within 30 days from the time you place the
order. You will get an authorization number which
must be included when you return the goods and you
will be tagged with a 15 % restocking fee. They han-
die regular servicing and warranty work.

Divers Supply-- To return goods, one must call
first and get a reauthorization number. There is no
charge if exchanging goods, but a 15% charge if
returning goods. They repair regulators and will
return goods under warranty to the manu facturer if a
repair is required.

Conclusion

For some people it's preferable to sit at home and

shop. Buying a knife or a dive computer by mail is
easy and simple. Yet, most divers prefer to go into
the store, smell the neoprene, handle the goods, and
talk about the products.

Mail order surely provides a service for those peo-
ple whose local store doesn't stock a specific brand or
item. They're a necessity for divers who live in rural
areas or outside the country or who are serving in the
military. In fact, these individuals comprise a major
share of the mail order market.

Regardless of the criticism, mail order is here to
stay. With the restrictions manufacturers are placing
on mail vendors, the consumer will be increasingly
faced with brand names he does not recognize. That
may deter most divers, but not enough to pose a
problem to the big four mail order marketers. After
all, they run one and two page advertisements in Skin

Diver each month at $7000 a page. That's more for a
month of advertising than many dive stores spend on
advertising in a year, Restrictions or not, the big four
mail order operations must be doing just fine.

500 fish for the amusement of the diners. They

weren't so amused one night in August when diver
Wiley Beevers (swear to God, that's his real

moniker), a local attorney, was attacked by a six-foot
shark while feeding lettuce to the tropicals. Another

diver jumbed in to pull out Beevers as other sharks
started a little frenzy. It took 75 stitches to close the

gash in Beevers' arm and hand. According to friends,
Beevers now swears the shark was six feet between
the eyes, not six feet long.
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